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XOOPS was just selected as one of the "Top 10 Open-Source Platforms to Build Your Own
Social Network"

As stated there:
Quote:

Xoops is an innovative extensible open-source platform that allows you to create a
social network with everything you need. You can actually just begin by creating your
own blog and then upgrading it to a social network through the use of several
community modules. 

But there are some more positive news! 

Recently WebmasterFormat posted a very good article about XOOPS , stating:

Quote:

After several years of suffering a development drought, Xoops is quickly regaining its
hold on new webmasters and pushing to become a premier open source CMS once
again. 

It's nice to see that all the hard work of our Community is being recognized and seen positively
by growing number of reviewers.

We would like to encourage all members of the XOOPS Community to help us in making
XOOPS the best in can be! Every little help is important and appreciated!

We need your help in writing Documentation, and updating some of the older modules (see 
Blue Move), and helping new members of our community an the support Forums!

Always remember: "XOOPS is Powered by YOU!!!"
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